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SYNTHÈSE :

Le projet LESSEPS fut mené de 1986 à 1989 dans le cadre de l'EPS 1300 de
PALUEL. Cette étude aboutit à la conception de LESSEPS 1300 - une base de
connaissances entièrement informatisée - exploitée à la centrale même, et comprenant
méthodes, modèles de fiabilité et programmes.

A partir de cette expérience, deux conclusions principales s'imposent :

-cette base de connaissances détaillée et informatisée dans une centrale
nucléaire est un outil puissant, conçu pour effectuer des études de sensibilité lorsque
les hypothèses de fonctionnement ou les données de fiabilité ont été modifiées ;

- afin d'être utilisé correctement - soit par des personnes n'ayant pas participé à
sa création, soit pour des usages non prévus initialement - une base de connaissances
aussi importante doit présenter deux caractéristiques essentielles : une grande
convivialité et une grande transparence concernant les hypothèses.

Pour toutes ces raisons, une partie du programme d'études qui suit l'EPS 1300 <
est consacrée aux points suivants :

1) le développement des postes d'ingénieurs-fiabilistes,

2) un travail méthodologique important pour déterminer l'échelle de validité
des diverses méthodes en vigueur,

3) un programme de validation de ces outils et une approche méthodologique
dans le cadre d'études pratiques.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

The LESSEPS project was conducted in the framework of the Probabilistic
Safety Assessment of the PALUEL power plant (PSA 1300), from 1986 to 1989.

It has led to the creation of LESSEPS 1300, a fully computerized knowledge
base on the PALUEL power plant, including methods, reliability models and programs.

From the experience gained, we can draw two main conclusions :

-this computerized and detailed knowledge base on a nuclear plant is a
powerful tool to perform sensitivity studies, when functional assumptions or reliability
data are changed.

- to be used correctly, either by people who didn't participate in its creation or
for purposes for which it was not initially developed such an important knowledge
base should have two essential characteristics : a great user-friendliness of the tools,
and a great transparency, as regards the assumptions.

Therefore, part of the "post-PSA 1300 study program" is devoted to :

1) the development of a workstation for reliability engineers,

2) an important methodological work to determine the validity range of the
different methods used.

3) a validation program of these tools and of the methodological approach in
the framework of practical studies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This communication concerns the PSA 1300 (Probabilistic Safety Assessment of the

PALUEL nuclear power plant), a project conducted by Electricité de France from 1986

to Ihe end of 1989 11112).

As the PSA 1300, despite its complexity, had to remain updatable as knowledge

progressed, its computerization was immediately perceived as necessary. The

computerized knowledge base, LESSEPS 1300, a set of reliability models,

computation methods and computer tools, was developed to that end.

We propose here not only to describe the major features of this knowledge base but

also to show that the implementation of a living PSA supposes some mastery over the

application field and over the knowledge base validity range.

The veracity of this remark, which is already perceived when the tool is merely aimed

at keeping abreast of the knowledge progress, is even more keenly felt when aids to

design or operation in nuclear power plants have to be handled.



2. MAJOR FEATURES OF THE LESSEPS 1300 KNOWLEDGE BASE

2.1. A set of Reliability Methods and Models

As the PSA 1300 is intended for computing the occurrence probability of the core

melt, the accident scenarios leading to this undesirable event have to be identified

and quantified.

The study taken globally consists in sequencing reliability models so as to assess the

probability of :

initiating events (classified under 10 families) or events likely to result in the

core melt when the safety systems triggered by the initiator occurrence do not

operate.

the failures of the safety systems mentioned above (13 main systems in a

nuclear unit of the PALUEL power plant),

accident sequences leading to a core damage and possibly to the core melt.

Three types of methods were used to work out these reliability models : fault trees,

states graphs and event trees.



2.1.1. Fault Tree»

Some 200 fault trees were built for the PSA 1300. Generally this modelling method

was adopted to analyze static systems with little configuration changes during their

mission. Belong to this category the thermal-hydraulic systems (like the steam

generator auxiliary feedwater system) for relatively short mission times forbidding

component repairs to be taken into account.

The fault trees built are very detailed on purpose, since each component failure can

be broken down into a dozen more elementary failures (failure during operation or

upon demand specific to the component, maintenance-caused unavailability , failure

of control systems, common-cause failure...).

Note:

Although its immediate consequence is to make the overall modelling more unwieldy,

this option maintained all through the PSA 1300 whatever the computation method

used, was intentionally chosen so that

all types of sensitivity studies to elementary data could be subsequently

performed.

an as exhaustive as possible reference model could be developed since

simplified models can only be worked out in a second phase based on the

experience gained.



2.1.2. States Graph»

Generally little used in the PSAs carried out in other countries, this method cannot be

readily avoided for systems whose strongly sequential nature forbids the use of

Boolean methods only, if realistic results are to be obtained [3].

Belong to this category for instance the power supplies of a nuclear power plant and

systems with a passive redundancy-type operation like the Component Cooling System

(Figure 1) or systems characterized by alternating operating and test phases like the

Digital Integrated Protection System (SPIN).

Depending on the states graph size, two types of quantification methods were used :

a matrix resolution-based processing for phased-mission systems. A graph is

then described by the matrix of its transition rates.

a direct search of event sequences leading to the system failure, without graph

construction. This investigation relies on a model consisting of production

rules which describe likely events (occurrence rule), their consequences on

the system (interaction rules) and the system failure (failure rules).

Some 150 states graphs with different structures were constructed for the PSA 1300.

The graph processing method based on the direct search of event sequences

resulting in the system failure was developed to study the 6,6 kV distribution system.



2.1.3. Event Trees

This method very commonly used in PSAs was adopted to model short- or medium-

term scenarios (at most some weeks after the occurrence of the initiating event) for

which the safety systems required to operate can be assumed to be repairable but in

which looped sequences (system failure, repair and new failure) have a negligible

probability. Figure 2 contains an event tree. The originality of the method, as applied

in the PSA 1300, mostly lies in the event tree quantification, with a special effort

centered on time interactions (time elapsed between a system failure and the resulting

unacceptable consequences...).

Indeed when these interactions are not taken into account, the results can be much

too conservative.

Some 200 event trees were built and quantified in the framework of the PSA 1300.

2.1.4. Conclusions on this series ol reliability methods and model»

The following points in the presentation above should be stressed :

a) the studies performed for the PSA 1300 were constantly characterized by the

desire :

to have a sufficient level of detail so as not to forbid futurs sensitivity

studies and to minimize the risk of major events being disregarded

(equipment failures, operators' actions...),
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to remain as close as possible to the actual operation of the systems in

order to avoid excessive approximations.

b) After all, the PSA 1300, as any other probabilistic safety assessment, whatever

the methods used and the detail level chosen, relies on a series of

assumptions used to to work out the different reliability models.

If the use of the PSA is to be mastered :

this set of assumptions must be explained (choice of the system limits,

identification of interactions between systems, selection of «he failures

considered, qualitative and quantitative appraisal of human errors and of

dependences between errors, assessment of the consequences of accident

scenarios, allowance for common-cause failures),

the validity range of the reliability models must be determined (according to

the modelling and quantification methods adoptsd. the variation intervals of

the reliability data...).

2.2. A Set of Computer Tools

From as early as 1986, the LESSEPS project (Figure 3) was conducted in parallel with

the PSA 1300. It consists of three main elements :

the computer codes (PHAMISS. MARKSMP, GSI and ISA) for the qualitative

and quantitative processing of dependability (reliability, availability) models,
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the LESSEPS software essentially used to sequence the above-mentioned

computer codes,

the EXPRESS and EXPGSI expert systems to generate the models

automatically (respectively fault trees and states graphs).

2.2.1. Computer Code»

According to the modelling method applied, four computer codes were used in the

framework of the PSA 1300 study :

PHAMISS [4], developed by the Dutch organization ECN (Stichting Energieonderzcek

Centrum Nederland), processes fault trees. After a Boolean reduction, a series of

minimal cutsets is obtained. These cutsets are quantified in order to be abie to

compute the unreliability and/or unavailability of the system. Several types of

components (repairable or not, periodically tested...) can be modelled.

MARKSMP, developed by ELF-AQUfTAINE (France), processes small-size states

graphs. The method used consists in solving the matrices of Markov graphs and

processes sequenced graphs.

The GSI software developed by EDF is specially designed to process large sequential

systems. Based on the semi-markovian graph theory, it can be used to analyze a small

part of the states graph-type model without having to build the whole graph.

Indeed, the GSI code is original in that it uses a description of the system in the form

of production rules (see paragraph 2.1.2).
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The ISA code, also developed by EDF, quantifies event trees according to the method

described above (see paragraph 2.1.3).

2.2.2. The LESSEPS Software

This software has already been described in [5] so that we will merely outline its

principal features here.

Designed for the computerized management of dependability studies, the LESSEPS

software serves several purposes :

management of data (reliability data, intermediate results, final results),

management of the models produced by the studies,

sequencing of the runs, a run being the execution of a model by the computer

code,

optimization of sensitivity studies.

Next, when choosing among several data processing design possibilities, the

following functional principles were satisfied :

data on elementary components (failure modes, mean times to repair...) are

grouped within the same file.
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thanks to the modular character of the PSA 1300,

a "partial study" (corresponding to the work of an env 'neer in charge

of a precise reliability analysis : system study, study of an accident

sequence family) can be performed independently,

all the results of this study can be grouped or sequenced with those of

another study (or all the other studies),

the consistency of the partial studies is guaranteed,

all the data required for communications between the computer codes are

codified and stored in a central unit,

a trace of the computations performed is kept, with the associated time and

date.

The architecture of the LESSEPS software (Figure 4) is based first on a Reliability

Data Base (RDB) grouping data on elementary components and second, for each

study, on a Common Data Structure (CDS) containing data necessary for

communications between the computer codes used for the study as well as the

results. A set of programs (EDIFIAB, EXTRACT, CHEF d'ORCHESTRE) manages the

architecture.
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2.2.3. The EXPRESS and EXPQSI Expert System*

These expert systems [6], which were developed in the framework of the PSA 1300 to

facilitate the study of the most complex elementary systems, are used to generate

dependability models automatically (fault trees for static thermal-hydraulic systems

and states graphs for sequential systems).

The components are first grouped into macrocomponents, and tiien the

consequences of their failures on systems are automatically deduced in terms of path

(fluid line) losses.

These experts systems confer the following qualities :

consistency and homogeneity of the studies (presentation, detail level, choice

of failures),

ability to rapidly modify assumptions,

readability of the knowledge required to perform a study, thus making its

subsequent use easier.

2.2.4. Construction of the LESSEPS 1300 Software

All the models derived from system studies and from studies of accident sequence

families were introduced into the LESSEPS software, and this resulted in the creation

of the computerized knowledge base, LESSEPS 1300. The main characteristics of this

software product are :
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CDS number 17

Number of runs 600

Running time on an IBM 3090

(for the complete quantification

excluding the automatic generation

and qualitative processing of the models)

1 h 40

Number of handled data (all types) 3 500

including :

data on elementary 400 (13%)

components,

human error-type data, 200 (7%)

the remaining data being essentially

intermediate study results.

2.2.5. Conclusion» on this Set of Computerized Tools

From what we have seen just above, we can conclude that a fully computerized

knowledge base (of the LESSEPS 1300-type) is a powerful and indispensable tool

for :

first, synthesizing all the knowledge necessary to perform a Probabilistic

Safety Assessment (analysis of operating experience to obtain reliability data,
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construction of reliability models demanding perfect knowledge of safety

system operation and of the operating procedures...)

second, re-using these studies, in particular to keep abreast of knowledge

progress (accumulation of operating data, changes in the design or operating

rules...) and spotting the components that need to be carefully monitored, by

means of sensivity studies to data.

3. FROM LESSEPS 1300 TO THE APPLICATION OF COMPUTERIZED PSAt TO

OPERATIONAL SAFETY

From the construction and. now, the use of LESSEPS 1300 we can draw the following

conclusions :

A Probabilistic Safety Assessment should be regarded, rather than the

calculation of a core-melt probability, as the concatenation of :

a reference model at a given instant -considering the state of our

knowledge at this instant- of the operation and malfunctions of a

nuclear unit,

a set of assumptions made to work out this reference model and

which, as seen above, can be found at all the levels of the study and

are likely to change in as much as they depend on the state of our

knowledge at a given instant

i.r
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consequently the mastery of this knowledge base, even by people who did not

participate in its construction, supposes :

a great user-friendliness of the tools so that the dependability

specialists and the non-specialists (designers, plant managers) are

able to dialogue,

a great transparency of the tools as regards the assumptions they are

based on and the relevance of the results obtained, given that these

assumptions can be updated.

Work undertaken at EOF to reach these goals is focussed on three main aspects :

a) the development of a workstation for reliability engineers including, on the one

hand, the LESSEPS software and the computer codes described above and,

on the other, a new generation of expert systems (Figure 5). In particular, the

use of a high-level language (FIGARO [7]) to represent knowledge on a system

should facilitate the dialogue with engineers having no proficiency in

dependability and result in a homogeneous description of the systems

whatever the processing method applied subsequently.

b) the application of a research and development program to clarify the range of

validity of the methods reliability specialists commonly use (fault trees, states

graphs with or without state aggregation),
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c) the implementation of a program to validate these methods and tools in the

framework of concrete studies (calculation of the times necessary to reach a

safe shutdown state in the event of the unavailability of a component

important to safety, maintenance optimization...)

Before writing the technical specifications of dedicated tools, whether or not

simplified, based on Probabilistic Safety studies, it is vital, for the study credibility, to

carefully identify :

their potential uses (aid to the design of future reactors, identification of

critical components, maintenance optimization, aid to the control of incident

or accident conditions...)

for each of them, the suitable model, possibly simplified, and its field of

application.
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4. CONCLUSION

This communication is aimed at demonstrating that £•* Tt babilistic Safety

Assessment, when it is fully computerized, becomes a powerful tool which can have

beneficial spin-offs for the operation of existing nuclear units or the design of future

reactors.

However, to master the implementation of these tools, the different interested

countries should make a significant research and development effort in the years to

come to clearly identify and precisely define the validity range of the models built

and, in particular, to clearly explain the opportuneness of the simplifications

introduced, if any. This will be done in view of the study objective : assessment of an

average safety level, design or operation aid.
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